<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9:00 – 9:05 | **Chairman Opening Remarks**  
Nicolas Ouakli, Global Solution Manager, CEIA S.p.A |
| 9:05 – 9:25 | **Safety Implications from the Rise of e-Commerce**  
The volume of e-commerce and (non-letter type) mail shipments surged during the Covid-19 pandemic, what are the safety implications to the supply chain?  
Barbara Crestin, Head of International Transport, La Poste |
| 9:25 – 9:45 | **Reshaping Aviation Safety and Security Eco-system**  
Safety and security remain the top priority in aviation and air cargo - this session explores a new and unique approach to the risk management of both. By introducing a real case study, the session will explore applying aviation network design principles to integrate SMS and SeMS into the business management eco-system.  
Ilan Biton, CEO, Enabling Insight |
| 9:45 – 10:30 | **Integrating Safety and Security into the Future of Cargo and Regulatory Framework**  
In this session, a conversation will be about how safety hazards cross-cut with security threats requiring more and more integrated approach in risk analysis. Hence the importance of a synchronized approach in development of regulatory framework and industry vision of the future of cargo.  
Panel Moderator:  
Shawn Beddows, Vice President - Global Services, CT Strategies  
Panelists:  
David Clark, Global Head of HSSE, WFS  
Darren Hart, Freight Engagement and Data Lead, UK Border Force  
Adam Troczynski, Aviation Security Consultant, IATA  
Arnoud Wink, Manager Border Control & Regulatory Affairs, KLM Cargo |
<p>| 10:30 – 11:15 | <strong>Networking Break – WCS Exhibition Hall</strong> |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 11:15 – 11:35| **A Briefing on the MVCT: the Disruptive Screening Technology for Air Cargo**  
|              | Yaron Yezersky, Manager – Technology, International Government Programs and Regulatory Affairs, Astrophysics |
| 11:35 – 12:25| **Smart Use of Screening Technology and Human Skills**  
|              | The healthy mix of technology solutions and human skills in an environment where there is no perfect single solution is necessary to provide the greatest possible security. The panel will discuss how these both elements can best complement each other.  
|              | **Panel Moderator:**  
|              | David Clark, Global Head of HSSE, WFS  
|              | **Panelists:**  
|              | Nicolas Ouakli, Global Solution Manager, CEIA S.p.A  
|              | Harald Jentsch, Head of Air Cargo Screening, Smiths Detection  
|              | Josh Chan, Business Development Manager, Nuctech  
|              | Adam Troczynski, Aviation Security Consultant, IATA |
| 12:25 – 12:30| **Wrap Up and Close**  
|              | Nicolas Ouakli, Global Solution Manager, CEIA S.p.A |
| 12:30 – 14:00| **Networking Lunch – WCS Exhibition Hall** |